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Some Word Studies 1n the Apology
By

"W

]AROSLAV PELIKAN

HllN I use a word," said Humpty-Dumpty in Lewis
Cnrroll's Thro11gh 1h11 Looki,ig-Glass, "it means just
what I choose it to mean - neither more nor less."
1n d1e history of Christian theology the tendency to do this h:is
become almost an occupational disease, often making it difficult
to understand theologians of the present and almost impossible to
understand theologians of the past. Nor does this apply only to
thinkers like Derdyaev, who found it necessary to coin his vocabulary
as he went along, or to groups like the Gnostics, who sometimes
seem deliberately to have chosen nonsense syllables to reveal their
theology. It applies as well to those theologians to whom the
modern reader feels closest, and to those words and technical terms
of which he makes most frequent use. As Alan Richardson h:is
said, "the early Church did not thus intend the word 'person' to
mean 'personality' in the modern sense" when it formulated the
doctrine of the Trinity.1 Or, in the slightly facetious words of
Professor Hayakawa: "Looking under a 'hood,' we should ordinarily
have found, five hundred years ago, a monk; today, we find a
motorcar engine." :i
The task of translating an earlier theological treatise becomes,
therefore, all the more difficult if chat treatise employs terms which
also occur in present-day theological discourse. Translators all roo
readily assume that identity of orthography involves identity of
content. Perhaps the only way co avoid such an assumption is to
srudy the historical setting of a term and its various uses within a
given treatise, and thus to abstract its meaning or meanings from
its usage. The important place that the Lutheran Confessions OC·
cupy in Lutheran theology suggests that such word studies may be
of some value in extracting their meaning, and the faa that the
Confessions are themselves very conscious of the semantic problem
in dealing with their own past would seem to justify a similar
sensitivity on our part in dealing with them.:• Thus, when they use
a term like sophista,4 we are not to seek here merely another of
the many classical allusions that dot the pages of the Con,ortlM;
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nor are we to translate the term with "sophisticated theologians."
Rather, we must recognize here one of the more usual ways of
labeling medieval scholastic theologians. In the present series of
word studies in the Apology, we shall deal with doc1rin111 with
e1111ng1li11m and l,:x, with scrip111r11, scrit,111,11111 and 11erb11m - all
nouns that have to do with epistemology, thus continuing earlier
studies on the problem of knowledge in the history of Lutheran
thcology.11
DocrRINA

The term doctri11a occurs in the Apology a total of 116 times.
Its crucial implication for the question of church unity, especially
the problem of the doclri11a evang,lii in Article VII of the Augsburg Confession, would seem to highlight the difficulty mentioned
earlier in dealing with the Apology. For the term doclrina there
does not seem to be altogether interch:mgeable with our English
word "doetrine" as theologians now use that word.
One illustration of the differences between doc1ri11a and "doctrine" is the fact that doctri11a almost never occurs in the plural,
and with regard to Christian ,loctri11a never. The Apology does
not attempt a classification of "doctrines" into "fundamental" and
"non-fundamental"-or even into "primary non-fundamental" and
"secondary non-fundamental." Useful though such a classification
may have become later on, it did presuppose a plurality of doctrines
of which the Apology does not speak. As a matter of fact, the
plural doctri11a11 occurs but eight times in the entire Apology: once
quoting Col. 2:22 on doctri11ae ho111i1111111, (VII, 35); six times
quoting 1 Tim. 4: 1 on doctri11ae d111mo11ior11111, (VII, 40; XI, 16;
XII, 141; XV, 41, twice; XXVII, 26), with the same term quoted
in the singular as doctri11a daemo11ior11m twice (XXIII, 58 and
XXIII, 63 ) ; and once referring to doctri11ae op11r,1111 ( XI, 2 ) .
From this it would appear that according to the Apology, Christians
have one doctrina, while the possession of doctri111111 is charaaeristic
of demons, evil men, and those who prefer works to grace. This
usage, interestingly, corresponds to that of the New Testament,
where &t&axit and &t&aaxal.ta are also in the singular when they
refer to what the Christian Church teaches.
The unity of Christian teaching. then, would seem to be in the
,actrin111• the multiplicity appears not in the form of tloclrina,
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but of loci. This interesting term, whose early roots seem ID lie
in Roman Stoicism, acquired special meaning in Melanchtbon'1
Loci commtmu of 1521.0 One meets the term loCNS frequently in
the .Apology. Sometimes it means a passage from the Scriptutts
(e.g., II, 31) or from some other writing, like the .Augsburg Con·
fession ( e. g .• II, 3 ) or the Confutation ( e. g., XXlll, 68). But it
frequently denotes an article of faith, what contemporary theologians would call one "doctrine" alongside other "doctrines"! Our
count reveals at least twenty instances where locus, either in the
singular or the plural, would be the closest approximation in the
.Apology to "doctrine" as this is used today (Pref.17; Pref.18;
IV, 2; IV, 3; IV, 5; IV, 87; IV, 171; XII, 3; XII, 10; XII, S9;
XII, 90; XII, 98; XV, 49; XVI, 2; XVI, 13; XX, 4; XX, S;
XXIV, 9; XXIV, 14; XXVII, 20). Noteworthy in this catalog
are the two insmnces (XII, 3 and XII, 10) where the phrase
involved is locus cvangelii.
Testifying to the comprehensiveness of doctri1111 is the faa that
it sometimes means the theological position of one or the other
party to the dispute, either the position as such or the position as
brought to bear upon a particular issue. Thus there are references
to 11011,11 doctri1111 (IV, 4; IV, 396; XXVIII, 22) or doclriu
nostrorn,n. (XI, 1); and again to the doc1ri1111 tld11ersttrior11m
(IV, 4; IV, 16; IV, 47; IV, 287; IV, 300; IV, 302; IV, 314;
IV, 316; IV, 319; IV, 376; XI, 10; XII, 78; XII, 89; XXIV, SO),
the doctri1111 sophis1ar11m (XII, 16), or to the doc1rin11 sehol.s•
lieo,11111, (XXI, 4). It is significant that of these twenty references,
twelve are from the crucial discussion of justification in .Article IV,
attesting not only, quantitatively, the length of that article, but also,
qualitatively, the impormnce that the .Apology attaches to this
,Praecip1111s loct1s doclrinac christia11ac (IV, 2) .
But the fact that tloc1ri1111 appears in the singular and signifies
what we today might term a "doctrinal system" rather than a single
"doctrine" does not prevent the .Apology from dealing with single
"doetrines" and using the term doc1ri11a in so dealing. When it
occurs in such a context, doctrina might well be taken to mean the
doctrinal system as its good or bad points manifest themselves in
a particular theological point. In this way doctrin11 frequently
occurs with a genitive of subject; as doc1ri11a gratiae (IV, 266);
Published by Scholarly Resources from Concordia Seminary, 1953
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ioetri,,• t,oenitmtia (IV, 200; IV, 271; IV, 272; IV, 274;
XII, 4); or tlactrina imti/iclllionis (IV, 377); or tloclrina ,poenilntia •' tloctrina instificationu (XII, 59); or tloctrin• ot,erum
or bonornm opt1r11m (IV, 393; XI, 2; XXIV, 48); or tloctrin•
s.iis/11c1ionu (XXIV, 90). Even more frequent is the use of tloc1rin11 with the preposition de,· since terms like /itlt1s, t,oenitmti4, and
utslitia arc the usual objects of this preposition, it would seem to
have the same connotation as the genitive (IV, 230; IV, 300;
IV, 316; IV, 324; IV, 3771 twice; IV, 382; XII, 3; XII, 16;
XII, 1781 twice; XII, 41; XXIV, 45; XXIV, 91; XXIV, 96).
The faa that the doclrina is inevitably concerned with issues like
penance, faith, grace, rightc0usness1 and merit would bear out the
centrality of these issues not only in the text of the Apology, but
in its conception of what constitutes Christian doctrina.
In addition to the instances of doclri11a with the genitive just
mentioned, there arc several uses that seem to be almost teehnical
terms. One such is doclrinaei,
fid which appears five times (IV, 81;
' IV, 266; IV, 341; XII, 92; XVII, 62). But for the interpretation
of the Confessions, the most helpful are probably those passages
in which doctrina is connected either with e11angeli11m1 or with lex.
Though the relationship of lex and e11,mgeli111n. will concern us
in the next section of this study, the problem of doclrina evangelii
in the Augustana necessitates a consideration of these passages here.
The phrase doclrina evangelii as such occurs six times in the Apology, twice in exposition of the same phrase in the Augsburg
Confession (VII, 5 and VII, 20) and four other times (XII, 34;
XII, 85; XV, 6; XV, SI). In addition, doclrina is identified with,
or at least closely connected with, e111111geli11m in five more passages
(IV, 20; IV, 230; IV, 377; VII, 8; XXIV, 48), and with the content of the evangt!li1tm in such passages as IV, 377 and XXVIII, 7.
Even more frequent is the phrase doctri,111, legu, usually a term
of opprobrium dircaed at the opponents' position, though occasionally it refers to instruction in the Law. In a number of these
passages the doctri11a legis is set in contrast to the message of the
free forgiveness of sins, and in others that contrast is implied. Doc1rin11 legis occurs fourteen times (IV, 20; IV, 188; IV, 230; IV,
269; IV, 277; IV, 287; IV, 289; IV, 301; IV, 377; IV, 387;
XII, 34; XII
, 78; XII, 85; XII, 89). The afore-mentioned conuast
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and the general concern of the Apology with e1111ngeliltm over
lex would seem to support the contention that in the phrase
doc1ri1111 e11,mgelii the term e11tmgolit,m is used in its stria meaning.
or what later Lutheran theologians called its "narrow sense." The
doctrina e11,mgelii would thus seem t0 be the announcement of
the forgiveness of sins.
A number of unusual and infrequent usages help to highlight
the meaning of ,loc1ri11a, and some are rather puzzling. Doc1rin11
chris1in11a appears eight times: three times in connection with locws
as l.oc11s or loci doc1ri11ne chris1it111n11 (Pref. 17; IV, 2; XXIV, 4S);
twice as stmima doc1ri1111e chris1in11ne (XII, 124; XXIV, 46);
once in connection with scholne doctrinne chris1i1111ne (XXVII, S);
and twice in opposition t0 philosophy ( II, 12 and IV, 390). Thar
same opposition accounrs for the single appearance of doc1rin11
Christi (IV, 12) and of doctrina Spiri111s Sm1c1i (XVIII, 9); philosophy itself has a doc1ri11a de ,norib11s ( II, 43), and there can be
a
doclrina rationis (IV, 288 and IV, 387) . Once there occurs the
phrase ,loc1ri11a apos1olor1mi (VII, 38) in antithesis ro ritual, and
in terms of the same antithesis the phrase ,loc1ri11a. 11010,is el novi
1ss1amen1i (XXIV, 57). Terms like ,loctrbui scriptt1rt1e or sr:riplttrnr11111, do not seem to appear at all. Students accustomed to
Melanchrhonian emphases will be surprised to rend p11ra. doc1rin11
only twice (VII, 5 and VII, 20), and then as doctrina t!fl11ngelii!
The doctrina c1111ngelii also accounts for one of the two instances
of 11era doctrina (XV, 51), /ides for the other (XII, 98). The
reference to doclrina pia,
el t11ilis perspic11a (XXIV, 51) seems tO
menn primarily the process of teaching, as do a few other references
(IV, 22, perhaps in a secular sense; IV, 188; perhaps IV, 269),
From all of this the conclusion would seem warranted that by
the Apology
,loctrina.
does
not mean an isolated theological point
or viewpoint, but the central affirmation by which both the in•
dividual and the Church may live or die. The division of doc1ri1111
into "doarines" whose source in that affirmation is sometimes
vague would therefore appear tO have little support from the
Apology. Written as it is with the hands of Melanchthon and the
voice of Luther, the Apology thus succeeded, as did Luther, in
describing that seamless robe which is the Christian kerygma and
which, as doclrina, is in the best sense a theological "system,"

against
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The importance that the Apology attaches to the Law and the
Gospel evidences itself statistically in the faa that the noun e1111ngeliNtn appears 211 times, and the noun lex almost twice as often,
420 times. From the discussion in Article V of the Formula of
Concord one might draw the conclusion that the terms e11angelinm
and lex, especially the former, are frequently employed by the
Apology in their "broad" or 1meige111lich sense. As the subsequent
presentation will show, the instances of this are remarkably rare,
and a number of them need precise exegesis.
One of the most striking features of the use of C11tmgelium in
the Apology is its connection with the concept of promise. Without
counting the times that '(Jromissio is used in place of e11angelit,m,
we can judge this conneaion from the many times that lex and
promissio stnnd in opposition to each other - as we shall see,
exaaly as many times as lex and evangelirmi. But there are also
at least twenty-five places that explain evangelirmi in terms of
the concept of promise, either with the verb '(Jromiltere or the
noun promissio. It is an interesting sidelight on ecclesiastical Latin
generally- nnd Melanchthon's humanistic and Ciceronian use of
that Latin particularly- that the abstract noun promissio is more
than twice ns frequent 35 the verb (Jromi/.tere. E11migeliu11i occurs
in direct connection with the noun eighteen times (IV, 43; IV, 101;
IV, 120; IV, 163; IV, 183; IV, 186; IV, 223; IV, 247; IV, 265;
IV, 287; IV, 308-309; IV, 377; IV, 387; VII, 16; XII, 8;
XII, 53; XU, 75; XII, 88). \Vith the verb promillere it occurs
seven times (IV, 5; IV, 238; IV, 264; XII, 35; XII, 75; XXIV, 24;
XXVII, 34). This direct association of e11angeli11m with promise
in at least one eighth of the passages in which it occurs points
to the importance that the concept of promise had in the theology
of the Apology, as it did in the theology of Luther; but it also shows
that, in these cases at least, e1111ngeli11111, means the Gospel promise
of Jesus Christ.
Equally relevant are the passages, six of them the same 35 those
just cited, that identify the content of the ev11ngeli11m with justification and the forgiveness of sins. nuoughout the Apology,
the e11,mgeli11m offers, conveys, and grants the remissio pecCIIJornm; there are at least twenty-one such passages (IV, 5; IV, 20;
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IV, 43; IV, 62; IV, 110; IV, 120; IV, 264; IV, 274; XII, 2;
Xll, 10; Xll, 35; Xll, 45; XII, 88; XII, 105; XV, 5; XVI, 6;
XXVII, 11; XXVII, 13; XXVII, 34; XXVII, 54; XXVIll, 8). In
addition, there are thirteen passages that identify the content of
the et111ngeliNm not with rnnissio, but with i1u1i1ill, iNs1ifiur1, and
iNJtificalio, which the Apology usually equates with rnnissio (IV, 5;
IV, 20; IV, 43; IV, 47; IV, 163; IV, 313; IV, 366; IV, 367;
IV, 368; XV, 25; XV, 30; XVI, 8; XXVII, 23). For a decision
on what the writer of the Apology intended by the word n,m.
gelirmi, then, these passages would seem to corroborate the impression from those dealing with the promise, that n1111g1li#m
usually means the forgiveness of sins and justification, which are the
promised gift of the Gospel.
To this we must add several passages that set up an .immediate
connection between the e11angeli11m and Christ. The Apology
speaks of the evarigeli,1111, de Christo (IV, 265; IV, 281; IV, 286;
IV, 287; XII, 35 ), the e1111ngcli11m de beneficiis ChriJti (XXIV,
48), the e11angcli11m ChriJti (Pref.15; IV, 390; IV, 400; XXI,
~4); and sometimes it expresses that connection by means of a
verb ( e. g., IV1 101; IV, 189) . Of special interest are the places
in Article IV on justification that actually set up a parallel of
Christ and the evangeli11,n, almost making them synonyms (IV, 70;
IV, 257; IV, 260; IV, 298). The promise, the forgiveness of
sins, justification, Christ- this is what the et111ngeliNm brings.
And it brings this primarily through preaching and hearing.
This would appear to be the connotation of the phrase tloclriR•
evangelii discussed earlier; for as its use to translate the German
text of the Augsburg Confession would suggest ( consen1ir1 tl,
doclrina ev11ngelii translates: dasz da eintracchtiglich nach
gepretlig1)
rein,m
Verstand
das Et11111,geli11m
tloclrina
connotes
not
merely
1
the possession, but the communication of the et1,111geli11m. Over
and above this, there are the twenty-one cases in which e11ang1li11m
appears with the verb praedicare and the noun practlicatio, with
the noun once more predominating over the verb more than four
to one. The term praedicatio twangelii occurs seventeen times
(IV, 260; XII, 29; XXIV, 25; XXIV, 30; XXIV, 32, thrice;
XXIV, 34; thrice; XXIV, 35; XXIV, 36, twice; XXIV, 38;
XXIV, 40; XXIV, 49; XXIV, 51), all but two of them in Ar-
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tide XXIV on the Mass. With ,Pr•Mliclll"• we find n,,mg,liMm in
four passages (IV, 43; IV, 47; IV, 230; XII, 58). This P,MIU&lllio
comes by a voice; knowing Luther's stress on the 11ir,• 11ox 1110plii, we should not be surprised to find the phrase 11ox n,•ng•lii
or 11ox 1111ag11lic• used eleven times, several of them dealing with
absolution (IV, 257; IV, 261; IV, 271; IV, 274, twice; XI, 2;
XII, 2, twice; XII, 39; XII, 105; XXVII, 13). The correlative
of this pr1111dic111io and this 11ox 1111ang11lii is the hearing of the
Church; for fid,s concipi111, ,, confirma111, • • • p,r llllllil#m
1r,og1lii (XII, 42; see also IV, 20; IV, 135; XI, 2; Xll, 39;
XVJI, 8). On the other hand, reading is the bearer of the 1111111g,lu,m in apparently only one passage (Vll, 27), where it may
have reference to 1J1111ng1li11m as a technical liturgical term (so
XV, 42 and perhaps IV, 14). Thus, the 1111,mg,lium is that announcement of the promises of God concerning forgiveness and
justification in Christ which is preached to the Church and heard
by it.
There arc, nevertheless, passages in which 111ang1lium has a
more formal connotation. Thus, the verb docero with it means not
only the actual process of teaching, but simultaneously the maintenance of a correct understanding of it (,Ptm: ac dilig111ter doc,111,,
IX, 2; on pu,11111, cvangeli1m1, also VII, 20; on docer,, XII, 174;
XV, 42; XXI, 35; XXI, 36; XXIII, 40; XXIV, 41; XXIV, 43;
XXIV, 48; XXIV, 80). In addition to these passages dealing
principally with the way the Evangelicals undersrood
inter- and
the 1r,11ng1/i111n, there are three in which the 1J1111ng,li11m
is the object of sc11#r, d, or conse111i,o de, these also having to do
with the Church (Pref. 15; VII, 10; VII, 30). But the context of
these suggests that here, too, e1111ngeli111n means primarily what
it means elsewhere in the Apology and is not equivalent to a set
of intellectual propositions.
This consideration brings us to those passages in which the
IJflttng,liNm would seem to have normative significance, particularly
as constitutive of the Church and its unity. Some of them offer no
problem, since they explicitly indicate 11111ng,li11m means the message of the forgiveness of sins. This would seem to be true throughout Article VII, which speaks of the ev11ngeli11m as a norm at least
four times (VII, 5; 16; 20; 30). But it directly connects this with
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the promissio (VII, 16), with the possession of the Holy Spirit
( VII, 28), with the fi,JtJs in corde StJN i11J1ilia cordis &or/Im D,o
(VII, 31). And when it speaks of the Church remining '""""'
B111111geli11m (VII, 20), it unequivocally points to the fmuumm111m,
hoc esl, 11er111n
Chrisli cognilionem el
fi,Jen1. It avers that its
opponents arc guilty of no mere untrue i11Ntiles opi,uOMs, but of
a subversion of this very foundation (VII, 22). Thus it means the

ev1111geli1'm slrictiori senst1.
From the content the same would seem to be true of the accusation that the opponents teach &onlra ev11ngt1lium (IV, 400
and XXVIII, 20), and do things tJxlra tlfl11ngeliNfll (XXVIII, 8):
NI mere11nl11r remissiontJm pec&11lor111n)
, as well as of the counter•
claim that the Apology's statements are evangelio consmt.,,,•
(IV, 293). The expressions &0111,11 express11111 cvangelinm (XII,
c
eva11g li11m flivere (XXVII,
122; XII, 172; XII, 173), sec,mdNm
12; XXVII, 17; X.XVII, 39), and prop1er evangeli11m (XXVII, 41
and 42) are quotations from the opponents' attack upon the Augsburg Confession. The phrase i11x111 evangclimn el i11x111 111/e,,s
&a,1011cs (XI, 4) may be the same. In Article XVI ev1111geli11m
would seem to be ambiguous, perhaps because of the way the
Schwaermer used it in opposition to civil authority: it brings ,,.
missio pecc1110,11m (X.VI, 6) and itlJlilia ac1t1rn11 (XVI, 8), and
yet evangelium p,ohibel 11indic111m p,iv111am (X.VI, 7). The faa
that this latter is a reference to the Gospel of St. Matthew may help
to clarify the meaning of ev11ngt1lium here, as it may in other
places where ev11ngeliMm is ethically normative (xx.III, 61; but
see XXIII, 64; also XX.VII, 41, where the reference is to St.Mark
10:29). There is a possibility that this use of ev11ngeli•m tO designate the first four books of the New Testament is even the basis
of a passage around which discussion centered before the Formula
of Concord: evtmgeli•m et1im 11rg11i1 omnes homines, f/.llod sinl
s11b ,Pt1&&1110 IV, 62) ; for the passage is an interpretation of our
Lord's command in Luke 24:47. In any event, this isolated instanee
among the more than 200 times that tlfltmgelium appears in the
Apology would not seem to detraa from the content which that
word usually has, namely, the grace and mercy of God in the for.
giveness of sins.
How earnestly the Apology means
concept
im
of n,1111g1J;,,,,,
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becomes even clearer in an examination of the term lex. It is
striking, for example, how seldom the Apology uses the term for
human laws. When one considers the historical setting of the
Apology, addressed to the Holy Roman Emperor, it is surprising
to find that lex means civil law in less than a dozen instances
(XVI, 1; XVI, 3; XVI, 6, twice; XXVIII, 14, twice; perhaps
IV, 22; perhaps IV, 280; perhaps XXIII, 55). Even more surprising in view of the Apology's protest against abuses in the
Papacy is the rarity of instances in which lex means church law:
outside of Article XXIII, which uses it thirty times to designate
the law of compulsory sacerdotal celibacy, there are only a very
few such instances (VII, 23, twice; XXVIII, 6; perhaps IV, 236).
In view of Biblical usage, one is also surprised to find how seldom
the Apology means the Old Testament by the term lex, and then
either in connection with the popt1l11s in lege ( IV, 207; VII, 14,
twice; VII, 16; XIII, 9) or the sacrificial system of the Old Testament period (XV, 32, twice; XXIII, 27; XXIV, 21; XXIV, 34;
XXIV, 97; XXVII, 58). There are also some places in which
lex, strictly understood, stands in opposition to no11111n 1estamen1111n
(XXIII, 27; XXIV, 35; XXIV, 36). There arc at least two in
which the contrast of lex and e11111igelimn, which, as we shall see,
is usually quite precise, seems to refer to the contrast between the
Old Testament and the New Testament (VII, 14-16; XXIV, 24).
It is not surprising to have Mclanchthon say: h1tma1111 ralio
11at1"ali1er intelligil aliq110
legem (IV, 7), for the capacity
of the natural reason to grasp the lex is central to the thought.
In Article IV, therefore, he even co-ordinates lex and ratio several
times with an et or an a111 (IV, 21; IV, 39; IV, 230; IV, 291;
IV, 297; IV, 387). At the same time this article insists that
falsu,n est hoc, q11od 'l'atio propriis 11irib11,s ,possit . • . legem Dei
facere (IV, 27). Alongside these references to the relation between
lex and ratio, however, it is very difficult to find any statement to
the effect that the lex is a revelation. Perhaps the closest to such
a statement comes in the contrast between the first and the second
table, in which the first table is termed il/11 aetem11 lex et lo1Jge intellectun
sen
supra omnitmJ
t,osil11
cre11111ramm
atq11e
(IV,
131; see also lex civiliter intellecta, IV, 394). Otherwise, the
assumption seems to be that not the capacity to perform, but the
https://scholar.csl.edu/ctm/vol24/iss1/49
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capacity to know the lex, or surely its second part, is available to
the natural ratio. Indeed, the apostolic declaration I.Ix 111 ,P...
ugogm (Gal. 3:24) applies to the it,s1ili11 ralionis (IV, 22, 23).
In view of this, one would expect to see lex 11t1/Nrt11 occur oftenet
than it does (XXIII, 19), though its place seems to be taken by
i11s 11111,wala (e.g., XXIII, 9; XXIII, 60; XXVII, 51). Melanchthon clearly indicates that he usually means the Moral law by
lex, and he carefully indicates its relation to the &11er,moni111 of
the Old Testament (IV, 6; IV, 87; IV, 124; IV, 134; XXIII, 64;
XXVII, 58).
By far the most illuminating uses of lex are those many passages
that explain it in relation to the 111angelit1m or the p,o,,,issio.
We have seen earlier that e11,zngelinm and p,omissio arc often
synonymous and that the Apology generally uses ev,mgeliNm in
its particular sense. That impression is corroborated by, and it
corroborates, the distinaion between lex, on the one hand, and
ev11ngeli111n and/or promissio on the other. In addition to the twO
passages mentioned earlier that use the distinction of lex and
e1111ngeli1mi to define the duference between the Old Testament
and the New Testament, there ate thirty-one that contrast lex with
cv11ngeli11m1 thirty-one more that contrast lex with p,0111issio, and
sixteen more that contrast lex with both ,promissio and ,.,11ng1liltm.
Those that posit an antithesis between lex and ev11ngeliam are:
IV, 20; IV, 47; IV, 230; IV, 255; IV, 256; IV, 257; IV, 269;
IV, 281; IV, 286; IV, 287; IV, 291; IV, 308; IV, 310; IV, 311,
twice; IV, 313; IV, 366; IV, 368; XII, 34, twice; XII, 77;
XII, 85; XII, 89; XII, 141; XIII, 9; XVI, 3; XXIII, 41; XXllI,
64; XXIV, 34; XXIV, 43; XXVII, 12. Those in which the antithesis is to promissio alone arc: IV, 5; IV, 40; IV, 42, twice; IV, 44;
IV, 48, 49; IV, 59; IV, 79; IV, 102; IV, 164; IV, 165; IV, 180;
IV, 182; IV, 183; IV, 188; IV, 266; IV, 285; IV, 292; IV, 294;
IV, 295; IV, 297, twice; IV, 298; XII, 8; XII, 79, thrice; XII, 80,
twice; XII, 86; XII, 87. And those in which lex opposes both
C1111ngeli1mi and promissio are the following: IV, 70; IV, 110;
IV, 183; IV, 186; IV, 238; IV, 257; IV, 260; IV, 261; IV, 287;
IV, 377; IV, 387; IV, 388; XII, 8; XII, 53; XII, 75; XII, 76.
All but seven of these seventy-eight individual references are
either to Article IV on justification (fifty-three) or to Article XII
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penance (eighteen). Of the 420 times in all that kx occurs,
267, or about sixty per cent, are in Article IV alone. Dealing as
it does in these two articles with justification and penance, the
is at pains to discuss the significance of the lex and of
human works in opposition to the gift of the Gospel; for, as it
says lacer on, Chris111s • • • s11ccedi1 Moisi ( XXVII, 17) . That
opposition also exists between the lex and fules (IV, 43; VII, 31 ) ;
between the lex and mors Christi (IV, 178; XXIV, 23); between
the lex and Chris111s (IV, 296); between the lex and gr111ia (XII,
103). This is because, as Article IV repeatedly asscns, lex 110n
f,otesl fieri si11e Christo .•• sine spirit,, s1111c10 (IV, 126; IV, 132;
IV, 135; IV, 184; IV, 256; IV, 269; IV, 270; IV, 388) -an
assertion that echoes throughout the Apology (e.g., XII, 37;
XII, 86; XVIII, 10). Without Christ the lex is no comfort, but
only a terror with its accusation.
For, as the Apology states at least ten times, lex se1nper acc11sa1
(IV, 38; IV, 128; IV, 167; IV, 204; IV, 270; IV, 285; IV, 295;
IV, 319; XII, 34; XII, 88). The sen1,per in this phrase seems to
imply that, for the Apology, the primary function of the lex even
in the Christian life is to acaise. Once (IV, 319) it expressly means
that lex semper 11cc11sa1
nos eliam
i11 bo,zis operib11s, and one or
two other times it implies this (XII, 88; IV, 257, ta11111m 11cc11sa1).
But sometimes the phrase I-ex semper 11ccus111 is followed by something about the eva,igelittm or {ides, and this is in turn followed
by cor . •. incipil ••. /acere legem (IV, 270) or incipimtts legem
/11cere (IV, 295). Elsewhere, the reference is explicitly to those who
have no faith (alioq,,i, IV, 167). Thus the semper may not always
mean "both before and after faith," but rather "constantly in the
lives of those who have no faith." For those who have faith,
Article IV of the Apology coins a special phrase, ascribing to
them an inchoala im.pletio legis (IV, 161; IV, 174; IV, 177;
IV, 214; IV, 219; IV, 270; IV, 368).
Later interpreters of the Confessions, like C. F. W. Walther and
F.dmund Schlinck, have therefore succeeded in grasping the pulse
beat of the Concordia with their stress on the distinction of kx
and evangeli,mi. From the more than six hundred instances in
which kx or evangeli,,m appears, it seems safe to conclude that
here, if anywhere, is the leitmotif of the Apology.
OD
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Proa:stant theologians and historians have often put the recovery
of the authority of the Scriptures alongside justification by faith
as the two basic principles of the Reformation. Apparently in the
nineteenth century, these two principles acquired the name "formal"
and "material." 7 There would seem to be need for more detailed
analysis of this entire issue. For example, Luther's exegetical work
needs much study, the hermeneutics of Melanchthon and later Lutherans has barely been touched, and the exegetical content of the
Confessions also deserves more attention than it has received.'
The present essay confines itself to word srudy, and from the material d1at follows it would seem that d1e distinctiveness of the
Reformation's view of the Scriptures docs not come forth 6rst of
all in what a document like the Apology says about scrip1ttr11 or
scrip111rna, but in the way it uses the Scriptures. This latter question,
however, lies beyond the modest scope of this srudy.
A srudy of script11rti and script11raa in the Apology shows rh:lt
the terms occur a toml of only 123 times - scrip1t1r11 seventy-four
times and scrip111rno forty-nine times. Though there is no evidence
available, it is possible that this prepondemnce of the singular over
the plural may rcAect German inAuencc. It does seem clear,
though, that the Apology intends no distinction between scrip1n,11
and scrip111rne by this variety of usage; thus it can say: diss,nti4nl
a scrip111ris. Scriptt,ra enim ,zon praocipit (XVI, 11). The exaa
scope of the scrip111ra is not clear, since the Apology does not even
once use a term like that which the Augustana quotes from Augustine: co111ra cn11011icns Dei Scrip111ras ( Augusmna XXVIII, 28),
though it does use the phrase ,0111,a 111n11i/ostn,n scrip111rnm spi,i111s
sn,icti ( Pref. 9). Neither in the discussion of Tobit 4: 11 (IV, 277
co 280) nor of 2 Macc.15:14 (XXI, 9) is there any objection
on the grounds that these books are apocryphal; at most, the
context of the latter passage (1es1imo11i1mi 1111ll1t1n ••• in scrif,INris
p,aeler) may be an exceedingly subtle statement of such an objection. It would seem that prophecy is a property of the scrip111r11
(e.g., XXII, 17), but even this property seems to exist outside
the script11r11, in the Sibyl ( XXIII, 3).
An even more knotty problem is the relation between smp1.,11
and ecclesiastical tradition. There are several phrases like proph1IM,
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11postoli et 11111cti p111rtu (XXIV, 96; see also XII, 73; XIII, 23;
XXI, 41). But of the 123 times that scriJIINra or scrq,111,110 appears, more than one fifth, or twenty-eight passages, co-ordinate
it with cccJ.csia or p111res or a specific father. Scrip111r11 is thus
co-ordinated seventeen times: II, 32, twice; II, 42; II, 50; IV, 54;
IV, 102, 103; IV, 106, 107; IV, 166; IV, 211-213; IV, 323;
IV, 326; XII, 119; XIII, 2; XVIII, 10; XX, 5; XXIV, 66;
XXIV, 67. Scrip111r11e appears in such a connection eleven times:
IV, 29; IV, 171; IV, 389; IV, 392; X, 3; XII, 16; XIII, 2; XXI,
2, 3, 10; XXIV, 15; XXIV, 65; XXIV, 94, 95. It seems that in
one of these passages, but only one, the term p111ros refers to the
Old Testament faithful (IV, 54) . This co-ordination highlights
the fact that the votcres Gro
scriptores 11nlc
goriNni (XXI, 3;
XXIV, 6) receive the gentlest possible treatment in the Apology,
since Gregory I seems to be the dividing line between those theologians whom the Apology criticizes and those whom it does not
(XXIV, 94, 111 m11ximc ). The statement vcteres /ere p,opiores
s11n1 scrip111rae, qn111n. rece11tiores (XXI, 41) seems ro be setting
off the earlier scholastics like Peter Lombard (see II, 20; XII, 119)
against the later ones. The statements of the .Apology about the
script11ra seem ro assume a consenms q11i11q110111cc11laru.
To these major problems in the use of scrip1,1ra and scrip111r11e
we can add several minor ones. For a study of Reformation
hermeneutics, it would be important to determine the significincc
of ttrgNmen/11 ex scriptNra 111m,pta (IV, 117), as conrrastcd with
an 11r1if,cinm r111iocin11ndi ox scriptNris ( XX, 12). It would be
important to determine the normative significince of testimonill
and mand•ta ox scrip111ris (XXIV, 89), of ,pr11ecept11111, and exem,PlNm ex script11ris ( XXI, 10), and of consili11m i11, scrip111ris
(XXVII, 46). An examination of the mode of argument in the
Apology could not ignore, either, the co-ordination of script11ra
with the sermonis co111t1etttdo (IV, 357) and with the i11riscons11lttts
(XXIII, 11).
In Lutheran theology the concept of scrip111ra has always been
closely tied to the concept of 11erbtmi. Just how close that tie
should be, Lutherans have not always agreed, and answers have
ranged all the way from a complete identification to a radical
distinaion.
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The Apology uses the term 11erb11m in the sense of ,wrb.,,. Dri
a total of 107 times. Only once does 11crbNm mean the Logos of
John 1 (III, 1), and this a parallel to the Augustana. There are
three passages in which 11erbt/.m and scrip111r11 are used in the same
sentence. The phrase netJ11t1 11erb1111J Dci netJNtl exemplt1m serif>lm11e (XXI, 31) suggests that the scrip111r11 has in it both'"""""'
and the direct fierb11 Dei. That suggestion helps to explain the
declaration that marriage is a ,rss licit11 at ap,prob11ld t1t1rbo Dli,
sic111 eopiose 1es111111r scrip111r11 (XXIII, 28); for here, roo, smp,.,11
would appear to be the source or Urlumde in which the
Dei is available. The third such passage, which is discussing liturgical practice, appears to make some similar distinction: ,,,,,. "'

,,,.,b,,,,.

disc11n1 homines scrip111r11m, t11m 111 11erbo ndmoniti concif,iol
fuJe,n (XXIV, 3). None of these passages identifies script11r11 and
11erb11m Dei.
There are, on the other hand, more than a dozen passages in
which 11erb11m is equated with e1111ngcli11111,. ,promissio, or their
conlenl (IV, 35; IV, 230; IV, 266; XII, 40; XII, 49; XII, 75;
XII, 99; XIII, 11; XIII, 13; XXI, 17; XXIV, 28; XXIV, 29;
XXIV, 33; XXIV, 48; XXIV, 69; XXIV, 70). And in the same
number of passages 11erb11m is parallel to the sacrament" in the
same way that ev11ngeli11,n is parallel to them (e.g., XII, 42).
The passages in which 11erb11m el sacramt111ta is a designation for
the means of grace are: IV, 73; VII, 3; VII, 19; VII, 28; VII, 36;
IX, 2, twice; XIII, 5, thrice; XIII, 7; XIV, l; XIV, 4; XXIV, 69;
XXIV, 70; XXVIII, 13. There seem to be only four passages in
which 11erb11m means I.aw, and each of these explains what it means
quite explicitly (IV, 257; XII, 29, which uses etJtmgeliNm the
same way; XII, 34; XII, 48). The declaration that sffl/UUII

minislerio 11erbi
merilis
.
sacerdoles, docenl ev11ngeli11m d11
Christi
(XXIV, 48) indicates what the term 11arb11m means when it appears in the phrase minis1eri11m 11erbi (IV, 73; XIII, 7; XIII, 10;
XIII, 11; XIII, 13; XXVII, 22; XXVIII, 13).
Additional light on the meaning of 11erb11m comes from an CDID·
ination of the words that arc used with it. It may be a Gcrmanism
- or, for Melanchthon horribile di&1111 a medievalism- that in
passages describing the 11erbNm as an instrument or means, the
normal instrumental ablative (IV, 346; XII, 29; XII, 32; XII, 49;
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XXIII, 8, twice; XXVll, 46; XXVII, 70; XXVIII, 10) is no more
frequent than the construction pn- 11erb11n, (IV, 66; IV, 67, thrice;
VII, 7; IX, 2; Xll, 40; XII, 44; Xlll, 5; XIII, 13; XXIII, 30,
twice; XXIV, 70). Alongside these the phrase profJler 11erbNm
is both less accurate and less frequent (IV, 153; XXlll, 34;
XXIV, 28), while ex 11erbo seems to mean more or less the same
thing (ll, 13; IV, 73; XXI, 12; XXIII, 4). Negatively, there are
the phrases 11tl11ers11s 11erb1111, (XXIII, 70; XXVlll, 14), sine
t1erbo (IV, 262; XIV, 17, twice; XXVII, 58), and contra 11erbmn
(II, 26). Perhaps even more enlightening than the prepositions
are the verbs that appear with 11erb11m as their object. The most
frequently used are h11bere 11erbttnJ (IV, 191; XXI, 31; XXVII, 58;
XX.VIII, 14, twice), tr11dere (Vil, 36; XII, 34; XXIV, 70;
XXVllI, 18), and credere (XXIV, 29 and XXVlll, 18). The use
of eva11geli11m is paralleled by references to pr11edic11tio (IV, 257;
XII, 29; XXIV, 33), to 11ox (XXVIII, 19), and to hearing (IV,
67 and XII, 5), as well :is by the use of the verb 1111dire (XII, 71;
XXIV, 29; XXVIII, 19). Most other verbs appear with it only
once, including the highly significant ,locerc (XIV, 4), assenliri
(IV, 304), and t1pprehendere (IV, 67).
From this it would appear that in most instances the Apology
follows its own rule: 11erbtt1n in novo tes111111e11to est pronzissio
gr11tiae 11Jldita (XXIV, 69). Or, as it states in almost poetic phrase,

De11s vere per 11erb11111,
coram11ivific11t,
Deo
claves
11ere
remi111mt
t,ecc11111 (XII, 40). For the 11erb11m Dei is truly God becoming
articulate, what Luther called the De11s loq11e,11. While the studies
underlying this essay are not comprehensive enough to warrant
any far-reaching conclusions, they should point up the need for
careful concordance study in all the Confessions and for unbiased
analysis, on the basis of such concordance study, of what the Confessions really mean.
Chicago, Ill.
FOOTNOTES
1. Alan llichardson, Creeds ;,, 1h11 M•l,i111 (London, 1951), p. 62.
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3. In addition w che precise discussions
che
in
Formula of Conmrd regarding
•••"'• ,11,111;., ecc., chere is die Apology's careful discussion of die word
Art. xm, par. 3-17, esp. par. 17. Henceforth, I shall refer
co che articles of che Apology means
by
of Roman numerals and co die
paragcaphs by means of Arabic numerals.
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